Have you ever thought of having dinner with the professors that taught you, and be able to discuss topics that beyond the classroom?

The Department of Management organized the annual End-of-Semester Dinner with the MSc Organizational Management (MSOM) Class of 2022, inviting both faculties and students alike to participate in a dinner outside of the classroom at CityU’s Chinese Restaurant. Students and faculties alike were able to discuss on topics that were normally not discussed in the classroom, and brings the students and faculty one step closer as a member of the Department of Management.

At the dinner, students were given the rare opportunity to speak to an academic staff in a one-on-one session, enabling discussions over topics spanning far and wide. The faculty also had the rare opportunity to hear directly from the students regarding their aspirations and unique outlooks of the world. The one-on-one setting also allowed the students and faculty to get to know each other beyond the classroom, enabling both parties to share their experiences. The dinner also fostered professional relationships between the graduating MSOM students and the faculty, with the faculty imparting wisdom that will no doubt nurture the graduate students to success for years to come.

At the Department of Management, we actively promote channels of communication between the students and faculty, in order to achieve a well-rounded learning experience for the students. The Department would like to wish our graduating MSOM the best on their future endeavors, whatever they may be. We wish to see you at our next event, and cannot wait to hear about your unique experiences and knowledge!